Context
 ATLAS is the lead user of the NeIC-affiliated resources
 LHC upgrade brings new challenges
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Challenge: LHC data analysis
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An instrument at LHC: ATLAS
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ATLAS multi-Grid infrastructure
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ATLAS workflow on the Grid
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ATLAS resource utilization in 2012
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ATLAS CPU utilization in 2012
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CPU consumption worldwide

Nordic share

CPU usage by ATLAS in regional “clouds”
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ATLAS disk usage in 2012
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All data stored worldwide
LHC is not
running since
mid-February

Nordic share

Data collected by ATLAS so far, as stored in regional “clouds”
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ATLAS tape usage in 2012
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Computing resource usage in
2012, 2013-15
 Running well in 2012, utilizing our resources in full:
 Extra resources for 2012 p‐p run extension were deployed, as much as
available.
 Brief outline of our current resource planning guidelines for 2013-2015:
 In 2013:



There might be partial reprocessings of 2010‐2012 data and MC for further studies.
(More) new MC for analysis will be produced.
Very active group/user analysis.

 In 2014:
 Largish MC samples for high energy running will be produced, and related physics
group/user analysis.
 The ﬁnal full reprocessing of 2010-2012 data and MC, foreseen to use the evolved
event formatting/data model/data distribution prepared for 2015 high‐energy data
taking (data preservation!).
 “Full dress rehearsal” activities, preparing for Run 2.
 In 2015:
 Processing and reprocessing of new high energy data.
 Related production of MC samples matching the data.
 Increased group/user activity.
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Resource projections until 2015
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Looking for Opportunistic Resources
 All our resource planning is done using average CPU (and disk) consumption
rates.
 And we are using all available resources all the time for diverse ATLAS activities.
 The ATLAS analysis activities peak before big conference periods, can lead to
congestions and backlogs in all the Grid demands.
 Several avenues to explore during Long Shutdown 1 (2013-‐2014):
 Optimizing/changing our workﬂows, both in analysis and on the grid.
It will necessarily involve also a change in the ways people analyze the data!

 Finding opportunistic resources:
 High Performance Computing centres have a lot of CPU available, we could use the
available idle cycles for (a subset of ) our activities,
 e.g. MC event generation, possibly simulation.
 Cloud resources: Again, for a subset of our activities, similar to HPC
 If we are really hard pressed, even use commercial resources (?)
 BNL T1 added 5k job slots via Amazon EC2 for the current crunch!
 This involves quite some work from the Software & Computing community, both avenues
are being explored!
 Looking for faster solutions to speed up simulation and accommodate our MC

needs.

 A lot of activity foreseen in S & C during LS1 to tackle this.
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Challenges for the ATLAS software
 Strong push towards the use of Fast simulation (simulation is

the main consumer of ATLAS computing resources)

 Use an integrated fast simulation/digitization/reconstruction

chain

 Code optimization for speed-up
 Vectorisation, adaptation to modern CPUs
 Better algorithms, optimising components etc
 Deal with increased event size
 Change the contents
 Reduce number of copies
 Tackle the increasing memory footprint
 Implement concurrency, full threading, parallelism
 Will imply changes in distributed computing (queue
configurations, file naming etc)
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 New Distributed Data Management system (Rucio)
being implemented:
 Development progressing well!
 WAN data access and data caching (ﬁle level, event
level):
 Ran a “challenge” to evaluate the XRootD federation
functionality for ATLAS.
 New MC production system (JEDI+DEFT+..):
 In progress: series of ongoing meetings, identifying
the lessons learned in Run 1 and technical planning.
 Technical Design Report and “ﬁnal” list of
requirements by May 2013.
 The ﬁrst “new” task to run in summer 2013.
 Applications‐driven usage of networks:
 In evaluation stages, potentially many gains.
 Interfacing to opportunistic resources:
 HPC resources, Clouds,...
 ... and many more!
 A challenge also to bring these all together and
commissioned for Run 2!
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Plans for LS1 in distributed computing
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LHC upgrade timeline –
the challenge to computing repeats!
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Summary and outlook for ATLAS
 ATLAS Software and Computing performance was a great success in LHC Run 1.
 Growing investment in software development is required during the Long
Shutdown 1
 An ambitious plan is taking shape for the S&C LS1 activities.



Evolution key points:


Software:




Commonality:
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Reduce complexity where possible:
 Grid services,
 Deployments (e.g. central service is simpler).

Focus our eﬀorts:




Between experiments,
With other sciences!

Simplicity:




Parallelism, new architectures, etc – signiﬁcant challenges and need of expertise.

Where we must:
 e.g. data management tools.
Cannot aﬀord (nor should we) do everything ourselves!

Collaborate : To bring in expertise and to share ours!
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Try to exploit additional resources, e.g. in HPC centres.
Seek manpower savings in Tiers operation.
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Key messages
 Advanced scientific instruments, like particle

accelerators, are only possible to construct with the help
of large international communities; for many scientists
the laboratory is thus thousands miles away from the
office
 Such instruments produce amounts of data that can not
be accommodated neither by traditional workstations,
nor even by the IT divisions of the laboratories
 World-wide distributed computing infrastructure
became a part of scientific experiments at CERN,
effectively creating a world-wide scientific laboratory
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